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Paris flies with Bird
In early August 2018, we chose Paris as the first city outside 
the US to launch Bird: an innovative dockless electric scooters 
service. Since then, the equivalent of 5% of the city’s population 
has tried Bird.

Across the world, cities are facing the same two problems: 
increasing congestion and decreasing air quality. Solving these 
problems is not easy, but giving people an environmentally 
friendly alternative to the car is a huge step in the right direction. 

In this report, the first of its kind, we use our data to look at how 
Bird is helping people get around a European capital city. We’ve 
included the findings from the first survey conducted in Europe 
on electric scooters, in partnership with IFOP.

We hope this report will give you some useful insights into how 
electric scooters can bring real benefits to cities across the 
world, especially in Europe, where many are already facing  
unprecedented congestion and air quality issues. 

At Bird we’re committed to working closely with cities to help 
solve their mobility issues. If you’re interested in hearing more 
about how Bird can help your city, then do drop us an email at 
mycity@bird.co. 

Patrick Studener
Head of Bird in EMEA
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Why Bird?

“Today, 40% of all car trips are less than 3 km 
long. Our goal is to replace as many as possible of 
these small trips, so that we can take cars off the 
road, reducing traffic and emissions.”

Travis VanderZanden1, 
CEO and founder, Bird

1 ”Electric scooters’ sudden invasion of American cities, explained, Turns out there’s a lot of latent demand for a quick and cheap way to get around.“ 
By Umair Irfan  Updated Sep 7, 2018, https://www.vox.com/2018/8/27/17676670/electric-scooter-rental-bird-lime-skip-spin-cities
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Bird availability on 
November 4th, 2018 
We are now available in most of Paris’ districts (arrondissements) and close suburbs. Our 
riders can go where they need to go, without any restriction.



What we’ve learnt in Paris: 
key data points

2. An essential in daily life  

Essential trips
70 % of trips are to commute to work, 
university or run errands.

Complementary to public transport
33 % of trips are done in combination 
with bus, subway, or train commutes. 

1.  Strong demand 

In four months, the equivalent of 5% of 
Paris’ population have tried Bird

83 % of Parisians and residents of close 
suburbs favor additional transportation 
options and in particular free-floating 
mobility services. 

We are facing a major revolution: Parisians and residents of close suburbs use Bird for essential trips, 
often in combination with public transport. Bird riders are using their cars less frequently thanks to the 
availability of our service. The demand is much higher than our current offer and public opinion is very 
favorable to Bird’s development.
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3. A transport solution 
     people want

Support from Parisians 
61 % of Parisians and residents of 
close suburbs think that the presence 
of scooter services is a good thing, this 
number reaches 75 % for those under 
35 years old.

66 % of Parisians and residents of close 
suburbs have a good opinion of Bird as  
a company.

4. An environmentally  
     friendly solution

In our first year of operation globally we 
helped prevent 12.7 million pounds 
of CO2 entering the atmosphere.

75 % of Parisians and residents of close 
suburbs think that electric scooters 
can have a positive impact in the fight 
against air pollution.

Replacing car trips 
71 % of riders of electric scooters in 
Paris and close suburbs say they use 
cars less since the arrival of scooters in 
Paris.

BIRD 
INTERNAL DATA

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

Sources: Internal data (August 1st – December 1st 2018) and 
from an IFOP poll conducted end of November 2018 with a 
representative sample of the Parisian population.
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How to use Bird:
Using Bird is simple. You simply download the app to your smartphone and 
create an account. Between 7am and 9pm you can use the app to locate 
and unlock Bird’s scooters in just a couple of clicks. Using bike lanes and 
roads (not pavements) riders can then drive to their destination. When 
you’ve arrived, simply leave the Bird in a responsible place (not blocking 
pavements or other public spaces), and end the trip in the app so it is ready 
for the next person.
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Start Bird

Stand on Bird, push-off, 
then push throttle button 
with thumb to ride.  

Park 

Don’t block public 
pathways. Park by bike 
racks when available.

Where to Ride 

Ride in bike lanes, no 
riding on sidewalks.

Safe Riding

Bring your helmet to 
stay safe while you ride.

Foot Placement

Place both feet on 
footboard while riding.

Ending Your Ride

End your ride by 
tapping the button with 
the app.

Brakes

Squeeze brake with left 
hand to slow down.

Find & Unlock

Find a Bird near you 
and tap the button to 
unlock.
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Why France ?
Bird was founded in Los Angeles in 2017, and chose Paris as its first 
international market outside the US. Here’s why.
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Paris: the European capital of mobility

Paris is at the heart of the international debate on the future of urban mobility. Similar to most urban 
metropoles globally, Paris faces recurring issues of traffic congestion of air pollution.

• 12.2 million inhabitants in the Paris region2

• 21,223 habitants / km2 inhabitants / 
km2 in Paris proper, one of the densest 
cities in Europe3

• 63.9% of Parisians don’t own car4

• 2.9 milliards billion subway and train trips 
yearly in more than 300 stations in the 
Paris region5

• Nationally, there are 1,659 kilometers 
of subway, RER and tramways lines, more 
than half of which are in the Paris region6

The 12.2M people who live in the Paris region, most of whom don’t own a car, need effective 
transportation options every day.

Paris is a strategic city for Bird, as we offer a mobility solution which complements existing 
infrastructure of public transportation.

7

2, 3, 5 Juin 2018 - CCI Paris île de France, les chiffres-clés 2018 http://www.cci-paris-idf.fr/etudes/organisation/crocis/chiffres-cles/chiffres-cles-region-
ilede-france-crocis 
4 Équipement automobile des ménages en 2015, comparaison départementale et nationale, https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2012694
6 Chiffres clés du transport, édition 2018, Commissariat général au développement durable, http://www.statistiques.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/ 
fileadmin/documents/Produits_editoriaux/Publications/Datalab/2018/datalab-31-chiffres-cles-transport-mars2018-b.pdf
7 Photo: https://www.google.fr/search ?as_st=y&hl=en&tbs=sur%3Afc&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=IvoGXJmCF4GSa8WMhOAC&q=Transports+en+com-
mun+Paris&oq=Transports+en+commun+Paris&gs_l=img.3..0i30j0i5i30l2.144152.147458..147671...0.0..0.56.1252.26......1....1..gws-wiz-img.......0j0i67j0i8i30j0i-
24j0i19j0i5i30i19.XJPXZCCh8hk#imgrc=7nRjr_gmWDcsyM:
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The Paris region is facing a major challenge in terms of sustainable development: congestion in Paris 
is creating air pollution and degrading living conditions. There are more 5 million private cars8 in Paris, 
which represent 15% of all private cars in France9. In addition Paris is ranked 35th globally for cities with 
the most traffic congestion10.  

The challenge of congestion,  
air quality and climate change   

Environmental issues have become a primary concern for French citizens.  
 
For Parisians and inhabitants of the close suburbs, the two most important transport concerns are:

The ecological footprint of road transportation:

• CO2 emissions from passenger cars are responsible for 56% of all 
transportation CO2 emissions11.

• CO2 emissions account for almost 95 % of all transport greenhouse gas 
emissions12.

• Overall, 30 % of CO2  emissions are generated by transportation13. 

86 % 81 %“too much traffic  
and traffic jams”

“on the quality of the air, 
environment and health”

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

8 Ministère de la transition écologique et solidaire, observation et statistiques, Parc des véhicules au 1er janvier 2017, http://www.statistiques.developpe-
ment-durable.gouv.fr/transports/r/parcs.html
9 NSEE, véhicule en service en 2017, https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2045167
10 TomTom Traffic Index, measuring congestion worldwide, full ranking, worldwide https://www.tomtom.com/en_gb/trafficindex/list?citySize=LARGE&-
continent=ALL&country=ALL
11, 12, 13 Chiffres clés du transport, édition 2018, Commissariat général au développement durable, http://www.statistiques.developpement-durable.gouv.
fr/fileadmin/documents/Produits_editoriaux/Publications/Datalab/2018/datalab-31-chiffres-cles-transport-mars2018-b.pdf
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Paris, a leader in clean  
mobility infrastructure

The recent growth of the French transportation network, as shown below , shows the ongoing 
commitment of public authorities to develop a mobility infrastructure as complete as possible. In 
particular, green (bike) lanes are seeing strong investment (almost 100% in five years) and cover 
13,700 km in France (2016)14.

Since the launch of the first Vélib 11 years ago (the first large-scale bicycle sharing program in the 
world, with nearly 220,000 subscribers15 per year, or 10% of the Parisian population), the city of Paris 
has invested heavily in in the construction of cycle lanes. The City Council wants Parisians to take an 
interest in alternatives to the private car by encouraging innovations that are good for the city and 
the environment.

In recent years, Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo and her team have engaged in an ambitious program 
in recent years aiming at reducing congestion and pollution, with a very open and pragmatic 
approach to innovation.

Evolution of networks (in kilometers)
Key figures for transport - 2018 edition
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14 Chiffres clés du transport, édition 2018, Commissariat général au développement durable, http://www.statistiques.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/ 
15 “Paris : 219 000 abonnés restent fidèles à Vélib,” 29 avril 2018, Le Parisien, http://www.leparisien.fr/paris-75/paris-219-000-abonnes-restent-fideles-
avelib-29-04-2018-7689384.php 

68 % Parisians and inhabitants of the inner suburbs favour 
a reduction in the number of cars on the roads

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS
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During Car free day on September 16 2018, Paris Mayor Anne 
Hidalgo organised a New Mobility Showroom in front of Paris 
town hall. It brought together elected officials and all innovative 
actors in this section, including operators of free floating bikes 
and scooters. This event helped Bird educate the general public 
on safety and respect of others on the road, but also gave Bird an 
opportunity to distribute 500 helmets.

75 % report using the metro, RER or Transilien at least once a week, 
while only 17% report using their car once a week.

83 % of Parisians and inhabitants of the inner suburbs favour the 
development of more diverse modes of transport and in particular 
self-service mobility services

Parisians are already 
using cleaner 
transportation options 
other than the car

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

“Paris has become an extraordinary place 
for testing all innovations and services in 
sustainable urban mobility, and we look 

forward to continuing our efforts to make 
our capital an ever more exemplary city 

for clean transport.”   

Anne Hidalgo16

Autonomy Conference 17, October 2018

16 Photo : https://twitter.com/Anne_Hidalgo?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
17 Autonomy & the urban mobility summit, Communiqué de presse, Paris 13 juin 2017, https://www.autonomy.paris/autonomy-rendez-internation-
al-acteurs-de-mobilite-urbaine-recoit-soutien-officiel-danne-hidalgo-maire-de-paris/
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The environmental commitment of the French authorities

Bird also chose to set up in France because of the environmental commitment the French authorities 
have shown. A commitment demonstrated by the Paris Agreement (COP 21) in December 201518. 

On the national level the current Mobility Guidance 
Bill (Projet de loi d’orientation des mobilités) intends 
to create alternatives to reduce the dependence 
on individual car use and the environmental 
footprint of transportation19. 

At its launch in August 2018, Bird had the 
opportunity to confirm to the French Government, 
meeting the Secretary of State for Digital 
Mounir Mahjoubi who was the first user of Bird 
in France, that the clear ambitions of France on 
environmental and climatic issues have been 
decisive for the desire to establish a lasting 
presence in this country.

“All major cities need alternative and 
new modes of transportation and 
mobility” 
Mounir Mahjoubi20

Secretary of State for Digital

18 United Nations, Climate Change, «The Paris Agreement«, Version 22 October 2018 https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/
the-paris-agreement
19 Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire, Loi mobilités : des solutions pour tous, dans tous les territoires, 27 Novembre 2018, https://www.
ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/loi-mobilites-des-solutions-tous-dans-tous-territoires
20 Photo : AFP
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https://pxhere.com/fr/photo/658660

“The fight that I want to engage in for 
the coming years is the one of daily 
transportation. [...] We need to think 
about something different for tomorrow; 
the investments for these new mobility 
solutions, the collective organization 
for these new mobility solutions; the 
corrections to all the current dysfunctions 
and congestions that are ruining the daily 
life of so many of our fellow citizens.” 
Emmanuel Macron22 
President of France
Speech delivered in Rennes, July 1st 201723

21 Photo : https://pxhere.com/fr/photo/658660 
22  Photo : https://www.elysee.fr/emmanuel-macron
23 Dossier de presse - Présentation du projet d’orientation des mobilités, https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/18191_DP_ 
LOM_16p_DEF_Web.pdf

21
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Bird in Paris: 
what we’ve learnt 
After only four months of being in Paris  we’re seeing huge support from 
Parisians. Our service meets their needs by providing a practical and 
ecological complement to the existing transport options. 
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Strong demand for Bird

61 % of Parisians and residents of the inner suburbs think that the 
presence of scooter services is a good thing, this goes up to  75% 
among those under 35.

61 % of Parisians and inner-city residents think that electric 
scooters respond to a real need for last-mile mobility.

31 % of non-Bird users (93% of the IFOP sample) say they want 
to use scooters in the future. This rises to 53 % among 18-24 year 
olds. The 31% of non-Bird users represents a potential of more than 
2 million Parisians and inner-suburbs residents ready to use our 
service.

The equivalent to 5% of the Parisian population 
have ridden a Bird

Parisians have 
embraced electric 
scooters

Four months after our 
launch, we have 

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

Since our arrival in France, Parisians have shown a real interest in our service. 
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Journeys that complement public transport

69 % Parisians and inhabitants of the inner suburbs consider 
scooters to shorten the journey from the subway to 
home. 

Complements public 
transport

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

Discussions with our customers over the past four months have taught us that they aren’t replacing 
public transport trips with scooters. On the contrary, they use our service in a complementary way, 
especially to reach a subway station or to make the last kilometer from an RER station.

Steven, 29 years old : “I use the Bird service regularly to get around 
Paris. I take a scooter in addition to my train and it allows me to go 
quickly to my workplace without worrying about delays on public 
transport.”
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By using Bird, our users are shortening their daily commute. Thanks to Bird, it is now easier to replace the 
car with a scooter and to choose to travel by public transport.

BIRD 
INTERNAL DATA

BIRD 
INTERNAL DATA

70 % of journeys made on Birds are for work, school or personal 
errands.

33 % use Bird in conjunction with public transport (subway, bus, 
train)

64 % use Bird for its convenience

According to a survey 
of our users

Complementarity to public transportation infrastructure:  distance between subway stops and the 
end of Bird trips in the evening (between 18h and 21h)

58 % of journeys 
between 6pm and 
9pm finish more 
than 200 meters 
from a subway 
station.

Evening end points of 
Bird trips - 200 metres 
or more from a subway 
stop.

Subway stops
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A transport opinion people want

Bird is a useful solution for Parisians. We asked them their opinion and here is a sample of what they said: 

66 % of Parisians and inner-suburbs have a good impression of 
Bird as a company.

A good impression  
of Bird 

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

Francisco, 31 years old : “I work and live in Paris. To save time on my 
trip, I use Bird regularly because it is really faster and very simple.”

Maxime, 27 years old : “Since I use Bird from my home in the 16th 

district to my job in the 8th district, I save time and stress a lot less.”

Priscilla, 40 years old: “With Bird, I’m able to get from A to B faster, 
and the experience is very nice.” 
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Helping to open the city

Parisians use Bird to directly get where they need to go. Bird is also relied on by users travelling to  the 
suburbs in the immediate vicinity of Paris (Montreuil, Aubervilliers, Levallois-Perret, Clichy-sur-Seine, 
Neuilly-sur-Seine, Puteaux, Issy-les-Moulineaux, Montrouge, Ivry-sur-Seine, Vincennes, etc.).

Mickaël, 30 years old : “The extension of the Bird service to the 
suburbs is a real asset for me since I live in Levallois-Perret and 
work in the 9th district. I do not like the subway and using a car 
in Paris is hell. Thanks to Bird, its easier for me to get about!”

Rosalie, 28 years old: “I live in Livry-Gargan and work right in the 
middle of Paris. I started using Bird so that I finish the last part 
of my commute faster, without hurting my feet.”

BIRD 
INTERNAL DATAHeat map of end points between 6pm and 9pm (excluding the city centre)
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A closer look at our environmental impact

Bird is helping to cut congestion and emissions by solving the first and last mile problem - where trips 
are too far to walk, but shouldn’t be far enough to drive.

This issue is especially prevalent in France where 70% of French people go to work by car. Furthermore 
nearly 60% of commutes that are less than 1 km are done by car24.

In our first year of operation globally we helped 
prevent 12.7 million pounds of CO2 entering 
the atmosphere.

71% of electric scooter users in Paris and 
in the close outskirts say they use cars less 
since the arrival of scooters in Paris.

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

Example of pollution emitted and time25: taken for a 2.1km trip in Paris.
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24   Insee 2015 https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2557426 
25  Comparaison des coûts,  temps de trajet et pollution émise selon le mode de transport utilisé, Mairie de Paris, https://www.paris.fr/actualites/com-
paraison-des-couts-temps-de-trajet-et-pollution-emise-selon-le-mode-de-transport-utilise-4449 

BIRD 
INTERNAL DATA
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The environmental impact of Bird scooters is also 
measured by the efficiency of its scooters. Electric 
scooters use all the energy they produce for moving 
the rider, unlike cars where only 1.5% of the energy 
used is used to actually move. The rest is wasted in 
heat and noise. In addition to their energy efficiency, 
scooters also reduce noise pollution, helping keep 
cities quieter26. 

In addition to their energy efficiency, scooters also 
reduce noise pollution, helping keep cities quieter.

A strong incentive to reduce car usage amongst Bird 
users.

Question: Since using electric scooters do you use 
your car less? 

74%  Parisians and suburban residents believe that electric scooters can have a positive impact in 
combating air pollution. 

IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

No
29%

Not at all 
15%

Not really 
14%

Yes
71%

Yes, 
absolutely 

39%

Yes quite 
32%

26 According to Lawrence D.Burns, Christopher Shulgan, in their reference book Autonomy: The Quest to Build the Driverless Car—And How It Will Reshape Our 
World : “Less than 30% of the energy from the gasoline you put in your car is used to move it down the road. The rest of the energy is wasted as heat and sound, 
or used to power accessories. Because typical vehicules weigh around 3,000 pounds and typical people weigh around 150 pounds, only about 5% of the 
gasoline energy translated into motion is used to move the driver, which amounts to just 1.5% of the total energy in gasoline.”



An active contribution  
to the energy of city life

By making it easy and quick to get around the city, Bird scooters have become an essential means of 
transportation for major events in the capital. For example, Birds were part of the Parisian landscape 
during the Fashion Week.
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To implement Bird’s vision, we have developed a responsible business 
model that we regularly present to local and national stakeholders.

Our business model: 
accountability and 
transparency
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A safe option for everyone:

We’re committed to safety and are ensuring constantly that are scooters are as safe as possible: 

• We recommend wearing a helmet 

• We ask riders not to ride on pavements 

• We ask riders to use the “green (cycle) lanes” as they are ideal for scooters and other forms of light 
mobility

• We ask that people park responsibly, and don’t leave scooters blocking public access  

Bird takes the safety of its users and pedestrians very 
seriously in the cities we operate in.

 
At Bird, we’re obsessed with safety. We work with cities to 
ensure the best possible practices for everyone that uses our 
service. We also ensure that our customers know the essential 
safety rules when using a Bird.

 
We proactively and regularly educate our customers on the 
necessary rules and courtesies that should be practiced 
when riding. We strongly emphasize the essential safety rules 
to be respected when using Birds. We also organize local 
events to explain road safety.

Car free day on September 16 2018, Paris Mayor 
Anne Hidalgo to the New Mobility Showroom
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We’re aware of the worry surrounding possible incidents between 
scooters and pedestrians on sidewalks.

That’s why in all of our public communications, and in the app, we ask our 
users not to ride on pavements. It was recently announced (November 
2018) by the Minister of Transportation, that it is an offence to ride scooters 
on pavements. Our commitment follows the new criteria for self-service 
solutions as announced in the mobility bill presented in November 2018 by 
Elisabeth Borne, Minister of Transport (see box below).

Challenge 
The development of dockless systems has 
disrupted the urban space, without communities 
having any real opportunity to act. 

Solution 
The new self-service systems (electric cars, 
bicycles, scooters, etc.) provide additional 
mobility solutions. Their development must be 
in the interest of everyone. But at the moment 
there is no framework for organising these 
systems, and the communities are powerless 
to enforce minimum rules. With the MOBILITIES 
ACT, they will be able to introduce a “set of 
specifications”, setting the operators criteria to 
respect: information to users on the parking rules, 

respect for pedestrians, maintenance of the 
devices and removal of equipment out of use, etc.  
The MOBILITIES law intends more generally to 
allow the regulated development of the platform 
economy while respecting the rights of workers 
and the environment. It will also bring new road 
safety measures to protect users.

Specific case 
Faced with the proliferation of new self-service 
bike and scooter systems, Bordeaux Metropolis 
is working with these new operators to set up a 
“Charter of good practice”. This method will be 
strengthened by giving it a legal basis thanks to 
the MOBILITY LAW.

A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR DOCKLESS SOLUTIONS

Extract of the presentation “Mobility bill: understanding it in 15 key provisions, by the French 
Ministry of Ecology”

Source: Loi mobilité tout comprendre en 15 mesures clés,  Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire, Loi mobilités : des solutions pour tous, dans 
tous les territoires, 27 Novembre 2018 https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/loi-mobilites-des-solutions-tous-dans-tous-territoires
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The safe operation of Birds is constantly monitored thanks to our chargers and mechanic partners.

Our network of chargers pick up our scooters every day when the service closes at 9pm.  The 
scooters are then checked and recharged before being  put back into circulation the next morning 
between 4am and 7am.  Using this network the status of Bird’s fleet is closely monitored, and we can 
ensure that only fully functioning and fully charged Birds are available to customers each morning.

Bird uses a team of around 30 full-time mechanics for maintenance and repairs. When a customer 
or charger finds a damaged bird, it can report it damaged through the app. This makes the scooter 
unavailable for other users and immediately notify a specialised mechanic. All damaged Birds are repaired 
as soon as possible in our workshop in the Paris region.

Scooter maintenance

Chargers

Mechanics

Mouloud - Charger 

Bird: Why did you become a Charger with Bird?  
Mouloud:  I know the transportation world. I worked with a 
rideshare company for a little while, and as an Operating 
Manager. I can definitely apply my logistics knowledge 
when charging Birds! 

Bird:  What are the perks of being a Bird Charger?  
Mouloud: Aside from the extra exercise, everyone gets a 
chance to grow and learn. 
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Bird regularly checks the supply and demand for scooters. The nightly withdrawal of the fleet allows to 
adjust the number of Birds in circulation in real time. It also enables us to make sure the scooters are in 
the right places. 

We only add more scooters when the ones already on the street are being used enough. This 
responsible approach ensures, despite strong growth in demand, we do not clutter the streets with 
scooters that are not all being used. 

To ensure we operate as responsibly as possible we’re actively collaborating and discussing the 
definition of the regulations that govern the use of scooters.

Since launch we have been working with the City of Paris to implement a Charter of Good Practice to 
clarify and communicate the essential rules to be respected. This collaborative approach seemed like 
the best and right way to effectively manage the way we do business. We would be happy to follow 
this charter in every French city.

Responsible growth 

Our partnership with public authorities

In order to ensure the scooters are used and parked correctly, Bird has put in place the “Bird Watcher” 
programme. Bird Watchers roam the street every day to ensure Birds are parked correctly and not 
blocking pavements.  They also make sure that only busy and functional Birds stay on the streets. 
Thanks to this program, we’re helping prevent mess and blocked sidewalks, we’re also making sure 
there are not too many scooters in one place.   

The Bird Watcher Programme
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Where are we going? 
In four months, Bird’s team has worked closely with officials to build better, 
cleaner and more innovative cities. We intend to continue our commitment 
in France and in the rest of Europe.
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Working with cities  
to plan for tomorrow

An average car is parked for around 95% of its life and takes up 10 m² 27 of the road space. As such, we 
need to think how we can use this space more efficiently to make sure there is room for new forms of 
transportation – like electric scooters.. 

Working with cities and public authorities, Bird is committed to developing new mobility solutions and 
encouraging innovation projects to help cities improve mobility.

Let’s Reinvent Parking

One traditional car parking spot can fit 10 
scooters, and Bird reimagines these spaces 
as multi-purpose parklets where dockless  
bikes and scooters can easily park.

27 Cour des Comptes Rapport Public Annuel 2017 p.233-234 https://www.ccomptes.fr/sites/default/files/EzPublish/06-stationnement-urbain-Tome-1.pdf
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An example of this is our partnership with, SNCF 
Stations & Connexions. Bird has set up a trial 
to develop “green parking” zones dedicated to 
dockless vehicles. There are a number of transport 
links at stations including trains, subways, taxi ranks 
etc, they must be organized so they benefit the 
users. And this pilot aims to help organise dockless 
services at stations making them easier for people 
to find and use.  These experiments are intended 
to extend to other French stations and could 
also inspire cities for the development of specific 
parking areas.

“Electric scooters will make 
the journey to the station or 

from the train station easier, 
more accessible and more 

enjoyable”
Patrick ROPERT28, 

Directeur général  
de SNCF Gares & Connexions

Innovation: new green parking Gare de Lyon - Paris

28 Photo : Copyright Jacques Gavard
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Helping communities:  
access to anonymized data on journeys

At Bird, we put cities first because we share 
the same priorities.  We believe that the data 
we have on how people use our service is 
hugely beneficial to the cities we operate in. For 
example, it can help them identify areas with 
poor public transport and help them plan to 
reduce people’s reliance on cars.

That’s why we’ve built our unique GovTech 
product. It gives mayors and city officials a 
dashboard showing anonymised aggregated 
data on how people use our service.
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It can be easily used by all cities, regardless of 
technological expertise. It shows key metrics 
of our partnership and operations within a city 
with a user friendly interface that surfaces 
aggregated, anonymized information, including 
real time vehicle locations and rides. Once we’ve 
set up an account for a specific government 
email address, that user can simply access 
the data via a secure link. It reports: unique 
rides, vehicles, miles ridden and time spent as 
well as insights such ads time of day and ride-
frequency. Data is updated in real time. 

Our API (application program interface) is for 
more advanced partners and includes a large 
amount of data, including a granular view of 
both trips and vehicles in market, allowing a 
developer or engineer from the city to use the 
aggregated data and map it to their internal 
systems. It includes end points on both trips 
and vehicles, allowing a city to see how people 
are moving around the city to help transport  
planning.

The GovTech dashboard:  
accessible by cities
Every city in which we operate will have access to the following 
data in real time:
• Vehicle locations
• Utilization data
• Evolution of utilization over time

• Map of trips’ start and end locations
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Develop “Green Lanes”  
(car free lanes) to ride safely

Local authorities and the French government are 
investing heavily in the development of new “green” 
mobility solutions. As such, in the bill of the Direction of 
Mobility, the Government announced a Bike Plan of 
€350M with a goal to triple the number of short 
trips using a bike 202429. 

29 Loi mobilité tout comprendre en 15 mesures clés,  Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire, Loi mobilités : des solutions pour tous, dans tous les 
territoires, 27 Novembre 2018 https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/loi-mobilites-des-solutions-tous-dans-tous-territoires

Challenge  
Only 3% of everyday trips are by bicycle, while 
70% of trips to work are less than 5km. France is 
25th in the European Union for cycling... 

Solution 
Cycling is a solution that is both clean and cheap, 
it should become a mode of travel in its own right. 
The Bike Plan presented by the Government in 
September 2018, unprecedented in its scope, will 
be reflected in the MOBILITIES ACT. 

It aims to remove the obstacles that limit its use: 
creation of a €350M bike fund to improve bike 
paths to ensure the safety of all users; marking 
bicycles and secure parking to fight against theft; 
the creation of a sustainable mobility package up 
to €400 a year to encourage the use of bicycles 
when commuting; development of education 
and cycling culture in school to enable young 
generations to integrate this mode of movement 
in their soft practices.

A PLAN TO TRIPLE  THE NUMBER OF BIKE USERS BY 2024

Extract of the presentation “Mobility bill: understanding it in 15 key provisions, by the French 
Ministry of Ecology”

Source: Loi mobilité tout comprendre en 15 mesures clés,  Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire, Loi mobilités : des solutions pour tous, dans 
tous les territoires, 27 Novembre 2018 https://www.ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr/loi-mobilites-des-solutions-tous-dans-tous-territoires
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The Green Paths
The Green Paths are open to all the vehicles 
with the following criteria:
• Two wheels
• Maximum speed 24 km/h
• Non-polluting 

• With or without electric assistance

This is a great step in the right direction but must be supported by the 
necessary public investment for the development of infrastructure 
dedicated these new modes of travel. 
 
Bird would like local and national authorities to think not only about 
cycling, but also other methods of mobility that complement bicycles 
and help get people out of cars. We promote the idea of ‘green lanes’ to 
travel safely. The current bike lanes should welcome all non-polluting 
means of transportation, including electric scooters, to ensure wide 
adoption.

      Paris s’envole avec Bird 42
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Appendix
Appendix - IFOP Survey Methodology

This document presents the results of a study conducted by Ifop. Which abides by the scientific and 
ethical principles of the sample survey. The learnings it shows reflect a state of opinion at the moment 
it was carried out and is not a prediction. No total or partial publication can be made without the 
express agreement of Ifop.

Sample

The survey was conducted with a sample of 994 people, 
representative of the population living in Paris (75) and in the inner 
suburbs (92, 93, 94).

Methodology

The representation of the sample was made using the quota method 
(sex, age, occupation of the person questioned).

Sample collection

The interviews were conducted by  an online survey form November 
15 to 20, 2018.

Study conducted by Ifop for Bird IFOP 
POLL RESULTS

All trademarks, service marks and trade names of Bird used here in (including but not limited to: Bird name, Bird corporate logo, the 
Services design, and any logos) (collectively “Marks”) are trademarks or registered trademarks of Bird or its affiliates, partners, vendors or 
licensors. Bird reserves the right to change the information in this brochure without prior notice.



Let’s work together to  
make sure France leads  
the world with its green  

mobility revolution!

Kenneth Schlenker
Director of Bird France 

Contact us: paris@bird.co


